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RAcIAl DIveRsITy AnD UnIOn ORgAnIzIng In The 

UnITeD sTATes, 1999–2008

JOhn-PAUl FeRgUsOn*

Does racial diversity make forming a union harder? case studies 
offer conflicting answers, and little large-scale research on the 
question exists. Most quantitative research on race and unionization 
has studied trends in membership rather than the outcome of 
specific organizing drives and has assumed that the main problem is 
mistrust between workers and unions, paying less attention, for 
example, to the role of employers. The author explores the role of 
racial and ethnic diversity in the outcomes of nearly 7,000 organizing 
drives launched between 1999 and 2008. By matching the national 
labor Relations Board’s information on union activity with the 
equal employment Opportunity commission’s surveys of large 
establishments, the author reconstructs the demographic composition 
of the work groups involved in each mobilization. The study finds 
that more diverse establishments are less likely to see successful 
organizing attempts. little evidence is found, however, that this is 
because workers are less interested in voting for unions. Instead, the 
organizers of more diverse units are more likely to give up before 
such elections are held. Furthermore, this higher quit rate can be 
explained best by considering the other organizations involved in 
the organizing drive. In particular, employers are more likely to be 
charged with unfair labor practices when the unit in question is 
more racially diverse. This effect persists when the study controls for 
heterogeneity among industries, unions, and regions.

Does racial diversity make forming a union harder? Most work by indus-
trial relations scholars (sayles and strauss 1953; Dunlop 1958), labor 

sociologists (nelson 2001; clawson 2003; Fantasia and voss 2004), and his-
torians (lichtenstein 2002) has presumed that it does. Unions’ histories of 
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racial conflict among and beyond their own memberships are well docu-
mented. surveys of union members have tended to find less trust and less 
union commitment among more diverse groups of employees (Bacharach 
and Bamberger 2004). such patterns are worrisome because, given the past 
and projected changes in the ethnic composition of the U.s. workforce, 
unions that want to grow must build bridges to workers who differ from 
their existing members. The difficulty of building such bridges has often 
been cited as a key challenge facing contemporary unions (clawson 2003; 
Milkman and voss 2004; Rosenfeld and Kleykamp 2009).

surprisingly little empirical research has been done on racial diversity’s 
effects on union formation, however, and what work does exist has two limi-
tations. First, “[m]uch of the literature on blacks and organized labor is 
dated, historical, or both” (Rosenfeld and Kleykamp 2012: 1462). second, 
the research has focused on the problem of building trust and solidarity 
among the potential union members, to the exclusion of other organiza-
tional actors. Taken together, these two limitations bias our thinking about 
the effects that racial and other ascriptive differences may have on union 
organizing, in two ways. First, studies assume that racial diversity affects union 
formation the same ways today as it did in the past. even though tremendous 
changes have occurred in unions’ attitude toward female and minority work-
ers over the years, accompanied by large changes in union memberships 
(Isaac, McDonald, and lukasik 2006; Milkman 2006; Rosenfeld and 
Kleykamp 2009, 2012), and unions today are among the most integrated 
organizations in the United states (Freeman and Rogers 1999), few analyses 
have been done to check this assumption. second, the focus on trust, solidar-
ity, and other dynamics among workers presumes that racial diversity matters 
most during union-representation elections, when workers’ votes decide the 
outcome (heneman and sandver 1983; Barling, Fullagar, and Kelloway 
1992). But the U.s. industrial-relations regime has been transformed in 
recent decades (Kochan, Katz, and McKersie 1986; Rosenfeld 2014), eroding 
unions’ organizing capacities even as the older ethnic animus has moder-
ated. employers increasingly take the initiative in fighting union-organizing 
campaigns, employing means both legal and illegal to stymie organizers 
(Freeman and Kleiner 1990; cohen and hurd 1998; Bronfenbrenner 2009). 
Unions have tried to revamp their organizing routines, focusing as much on 
convincing employers not to resist the union’s efforts as on mustering votes 
among the workers themselves (voss and sherman 2000; Martin 2008a). 
These shifts in employer and union tactics mean that many organizing drives 
are decided before workers ever get to express their preferences (Ferguson 
2008). yet the role that racial diversity has on those organizational actors, 
who can clearly influence such campaigns, has largely been ignored.

In this article, I explore the effects of racial diversity on the success at various 
stages of a union organizing drive. I employ unique data that combine a decade 
of national labor Relations Board (nlRB) records of union-representation 
cases with surveys of workforce composition from the equal employment 
Opportunity commission. I examine not only whether unions win 
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representation elections but also whether they go through with elections in 
the first place, as opposed to giving up and withdrawing their petitions.

I find that the work groups that win union representation are less racially 
diverse than the population of work groups that initially filed the election 
petitions. This is consistent with existing assumptions. I find no evidence, 
however, that this winnowing of diverse work groups happens through the 
representation vote. If anything, the more diverse work groups are more 
likely to vote for unionization. Instead, organizing drives among more 
racially diverse groups are more likely to end in withdrawal before the elec-
tion takes place.

I also find that the actions of the employers and unions influence the 
likelihood of such withdrawals. Most strikingly, employers are more likely to 
commit unfair labor practices (UlPs)—to intimidate and fire employees for 
their union activity—when a work group is more racially diverse. This pro-
pensity persists in models that control for differences among the geographi-
cal regions, for differences among the unions and industries involved in 
these drives, and for endogeneity in the choice to withdraw before the vote.

These findings make three contributions. First, they reinforce the argu-
ment that contemporary union organizing is better understood as a multi-
stage organizational process than as a discrete instance of collective action 
(Ferguson 2008). Focusing solely on representation elections skews our 
understanding of labor union formation, given the multiple opportunities 
for failure and self-selection inherent in the process. second, the different 
response by employers to campaigns by more diverse workers is in line with 
research on the repression of collective action (gamson 1990; soule and 
Davenport 2009; Davenport, soule, and Armstrong 2011) and highlights a 
hurdle that unions share with other types of social movements. Third, the 
greater influence of employers and (to a lesser extent) unions in the earlier, 
less formalized and regulated parts of the campaign jibes with studies on 
when and how collective action influences formal organizational structures 
(Burstein, einwohner, and hollander 1995; Burstein and linton 2002; King, 
cornwall, and Dahlin 2005). Thus, in addition to updating our understand-
ing of the challenges (and opportunities) that racial diversity poses for new 
union organizing, this study connects unions’ seemingly idiosyncratic prob-
lems to the larger study of mobilization for social change.

Race and Union Organizing

U.s. labor unions’ fraught racial history is well documented. well into the 
1930s, most unions reflected the racial prejudices and practices of U.s. soci-
ety, reserving jobs for members of preferred ethnic and racial groups, and 
often clashing bitterly with the black or immigrant workers whom employ-
ers sometimes used to break strikes (zeiger 1986; Olzak 1989; cohen 1990). 
The industrial unions of the congress of Industrial Organizations (cIO) 
bucked this trend during the Depression and war years, explicitly trying to 
build coalitions across groups of workers of different races (zeiger 1995; 
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halpern 1997; stromquist and Bergman 1997). In the wake of the civil 
Rights movement, black Americans joined unions in unprecedented num-
bers (Isaac et al. 2006), even as persistent discrimination by some unions, 
particularly in the building trades, spurred early government efforts at affir-
mative action (schuwerk 1972; Pedriana and stryker 1997).

Although acknowledging the strides that unions have made in integrat-
ing their memberships (Freeman and Medoff 1984), labor scholars point 
out unions’ continuing difficulties with building coalitions across racial and 
ethnic lines (clawson 2003). Most such calls for building a “culture of inclu-
sion” (Fletcher and hurd 2000) focus on the racial and ethnic divides 
between unions’ existing members and unorganized workers (lüthje and 
scherrer 2001; nissen 2002; yates 2005; wilson 2008). such critiques are 
often juxtaposed with case studies in which unions have built cross-racial 
coalitions to enroll new members. The most prominent example is probably 
the service employees International Union (seIU) Justice for Janitors cam-
paign (Milkman 2006; widener 2008; yu 2008), with other examples in 
meatpacking (Brueggemann and Brown 2003), the hotel industry (sharpe 
2004), and health care (clawson 2003). such case studies often focus on 
black and white workers, but the cases on the west coast, in particular, dove-
tail with analyses of unions’ assimilation of newer, typically latino workers 
(Fletcher and hurd 2000; Reitz and verma 2004; yu 2008).

case studies offer details and inspiration but can say little about broader 
trends. For those, larger-scale studies have presented some suggestive find-
ings. Isaac et al. (2006) detailed how and when minority membership in 
unions rose in the wake of the civil Rights movement, and Rosenfeld and 
Kleykamp (2012) found that blacks were more likely to join unions when 
the potential wage benefit and protection from arbitrary managerial author-
ity were greater. latinos and other immigrant groups join unions at higher 
rates the longer they are resident in the country, even though the wage pre-
miums from doing so have fallen over time (Reitz and verma 2004; Rosen-
feld and Kleykamp 2009), but their membership rates overall still lag black 
and white workers. Blacks tend to join unions at higher rates than whites, 
even when studies control for differences in education, industry, and occu-
pation (Freeman and Medoff 1984; DeFreitas 1993; Rosenfeld and Kleykamp 
2009). studies such as these give us rich detail about aggregate trends in 
minority unionization over time but, because they draw on surveys that ask 
about current union membership, they cannot directly investigate the role 
that racial diversity might play in specific union organizing efforts.

A focus on diversity’s role in such efforts is important because, otherwise, 
what a rising share of minority members implies about the dynamics of 
diversity in labor unions is ambiguous. A national union can become more 
racially diverse in several ways. It can add minority workers to its existing 
locals, as for example the United Autoworkers did when black workers were 
added to the auto companies’ assembly lines (Milkman 1987; lichtenstein 
1995). It can enroll new workers in new, heterogeneous union locals while 
preserving the older, homogeneous ones. The Brotherhood of Firemen and 
Oilers, for example, took this approach when the union expanded from the 
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furnace and machine rooms of hospitals and other large institutions and 
organized the more diverse janitorial staffs. Finally, the union can form new, 
homogeneous minority locals, thus preserving the unit-level segregation 
even as union diversity rises. The longshoremen on the east coast tried 
such a tactic for many years, forming locals of black dockworkers in the 
south, Italian dockworkers in new Jersey, and so on. In other words, 
although the rising share of minority members documented in studies such 
as those of Isaac et al. (2006) and Rosenfeld and Kleykamp (2012) is encour-
aging, we would interpret that trend very differently if most of those new 
members were enrolled in segregated locals. given that occupational segre-
gation has remained stagnant in recent years, even as establishment-level 
segregation has declined (Tomaskovic-Devey et al. 2006), grounds for such 
concern exist.

The other angle from which the relationship between diversity and union-
ization has been studied is research into workers’ opinions about unions. 
sayles and strauss (1953) and Perline and lorenz (1970), for example, both 
found that participation in union activities was greatest among ethnically 
homogeneous work groups; more recently, Iverson and Kuruvilla (1995) 
found that workers in homogeneous units have greater satisfaction with and 
loyalty to their unions. The advantage of opinion studies is that they can 
include workers who are not (but might become) union members. studies of 
members and nonmembers have less definitive findings. Bacharach and 
Bamberger (2004) found mixed results regarding union trust and commit-
ment in a random sample of nonexempt workers, and they reviewed similar, 
sometimes contradictory, results. In one of the few previous studies that com-
pared organizing outcomes on this dimension, Milkman (1993) found that 
win rates were highest in units that were evenly split between men and 
women. suggestive evidence exists, therefore, that unit heterogeneity plays a 
role in nascent unions that is different from its role in established ones, but 
researchers have speculated very little about the mechanisms involved. virtu-
ally all these studies have taken an essentially group-psychological approach 
(Barling et al. 1992 review prior work) and presumed that diversity reduces 
the likelihood of unionization insofar as it reduces trust and commitment 
among employees who must engage in costly collective action.

such an assumption echoes the research on diversity and work-group 
performance (williams and O’Reilly 1998; van Knippenberg and schippers 
2007). In its focus on the dynamics within groups, however, this psychologi-
cal approach downplays or ignores the organizational dimension of union 
organizing drives. Thus a gap exists in our understanding of diversity’s role 
in this process. we have few large-scale studies of diversity’s impact on union 
formation, and we have little theory about why diversity might matter, save 
that it makes workers less likely to trust unions or one another. This gap is 
important because, as I discuss later in the article, ignoring the organiza-
tional, processual nature of the organizing drive encourages us to place 
more weight on individual workers’ choices and opinions than we perhaps 
should. Accordingly, I next review the stages of the union organizing pro-
cess and hypothesize the role that diversity might play at different stages.
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Stages of the Organizing Drive

Although most studies of union organizing drives focus on the outcomes of 
representation elections (heneman and sandver 1983; Riddell 2004; Tope 
and Jacobs 2009), forming a union in the United states is a multistep pro-
cess. Many hurdles must be cleared, and different actors influence the out-
come at different stages. narrative accounts of union organizing implicitly 
describe a multistep process, emphasizing, for example, how building the 
initial contacts between a union and potential members requires skills that 
are different from contesting a representation election or bargaining with 
an employer (Rooks 2004; yu 2008).

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the organizing process (Mcguiness and 
norris 1986 describe this process in detail). Organizing begins with a card 
drive, the period during which organizers develop initial contacts with 
employees and canvas for support. The card drive is probably the highest 
hurdle of the entire process because this is when the most uneven support 
for the union among the workforce exists and little collective capacity has 
been developed to respond to countermoves by the employer. The failure 
rate of card drives is hard to assess because the nlRB opens case files only 
for organizing drives, after the card drive has succeeded—hence, in Figure 1 
I have grayed out this stage as unobserved. The groups that pass through 
the card drive have only begun the process; other hurdles, which can be 
observed and modeled, remain.

A card drive succeeds when the organizers collect, from at least 30% of 
the workers in the proposed bargaining unit, signed cards that state the 
workers’ interest in an nlRB-supervised secret-ballot election, in which they 
can vote whether to have the union as their representative for collective bar-
gaining with their employer. The nlRB then rules on the appropriateness 
of the proposed unit and any other challenges. Assuming that the nlRB 
goes forward with the unit as suggested or modified, the parties come to an 
agreement about the type and date of the election. within seven weeks, on 
average, after the petition is filed, the nlRB supervises the election; a sim-
ple majority of votes cast wins. If the union wins and no objections are sus-
tained, then the nlRB certifies the union as the employees’ representative 
and the employer is obligated to bargain “in good faith” with the union for 
at least one year. The goal of such bargaining is a formal contract governing 
the pay and conditions of employment, which typically runs for three years.1

  1Figure 1 shows the procedure for forming a union through the nlRB election system. This is not the 
only way to form a union local. At any time, a group of employees, a union, and an employer can come 
to an agreement that the employer will recognize and bargain with the union, without having to invite 
the nlRB in. Although rare, such voluntary recognition has received much attention in recent years 
because many unions have acknowledged that, in a more hostile political and economic environment, 
they cannot rely simply on the nlRB (Fantasia and voss 2004; Bronfenbrenner and hickey 2004). Many 
of the most high-profile organizing successes of the last 20 years have come through strategic campaigns 
that bypass the election procedure. nonetheless, here I focus on the election process for two reasons. 
First, no systematic data are available on voluntary recognition, so we do not know how common such 
drives are and how many employees they affect (but see Brudney 2004 and Martin 2008b for attempts to 
assess this). second, the election process, flawed as it is, is still the main legal recourse for employees who 
do not have their employer’s support or at least neutrality in organizing. Understanding the hurdles and 
outcomes of the election process is still important for large numbers of working people.
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An inherent feature of this process is that the hurdles produce sample 
selection. workers can vote for a union only if the election takes place. The 
organizing drive can break down at any of the stages shown in Figure 1: the 
card drive can sputter out, the organizers can give up and withdraw their 
petitions before the election, or the vote could go against the union. Most 
quantitative studies of union organizing generalize from the election results, 
ignoring the earlier stages of the organizing drive (heneman and sandver 
1983; Riddell 2004). But doing so can distort inferences about how different 
actions influence the process. For example, Ferguson (2008) found that 
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Figure 1. The Union Organizing Process

Note: gray nodes are unobserved in these data.
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employers’ UlP charges have little effect on election outcomes but make 
the possibility that unions will withdraw their election petitions before a 
vote can be held substantially more likely.

This description of the organizing process is sufficient to demonstrate 
that the election, which has often been treated as the hurdle by which an 
organizing drive succeeds or fails and the stage when the employees have 
the most influence, is the capstone of a longer process that has already 
selected out many potential bargaining units. To understand the role racial 
diversity plays in that process, we need to consider the impact of earlier 
stages as well. next, I theorize about the likely impact of racial diversity on 
this process.

Collective Action, Race, and Repression

That the organizing process has several distinct stages has implications for 
how diversity might affect the outcomes of organizing drives. Most funda-
mentally, a focus on interpersonal mechanisms in the work group is too nar-
row. consider, for example, how the record of an organizing drive is 
generated. All representation elections in the nlRB’s data were proceeded 
by successful card drives, yet that earlier stage is when much of the risk and 
drama of union organizing happens and when most tales are set about racial 
division and animosity among groups of workers (Botsch 1980; hill 1996; 
Milkman 2006). we can argue, quite reasonably, that the success or failure in 
building trust across racial lines or the other interpersonal mechanisms that 
prior research has emphasized better explains the outcomes of the card drives 
than the outcomes of elections. Although mistrust can still derail collective 
action after the election petition has been filed, the data here comprise those 
work groups that sufficiently overcame mistrust to file the petition. we should 
be less likely to see diversity derailing these cases, and we should be less will-
ing to attribute the derailing to intragroup dynamics if we do.

Instead, we might consider influences from outside the work group. 
Although the national labor Relations Act (nlRA) originally envisioned 
that unionization was a process of self-organization among workers and 
unions (Tomlins 1985), employers have increasingly taken steps to influ-
ence the pre-election stages. employers have for a generation been increas-
ingly ruthless in opposing union organizing drives, using both legal tactics 
such as union-avoidance consultants and illegal UlPs such as firing and 
intimidating workers for engaging in union activity (Freeman and Kleiner 
1990; cohen and hurd 1998; Bronfenbrenner 2009). If employers feel par-
ticularly threatened by collective action by diverse groups or if they think 
that interventions against diverse groups are particularly likely to succeed, 
then we would see more aggressive employer resistance against efforts to 
organize more diverse work groups.

given the long-supposed negative relationship between racial diversity 
and trust among workers, employers may think that strong interventions in 
such situations will be more effective. As gamson argued in his classic study 
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of the strategy of social movements, “[I]t is not the weakness of the user but 
the weakness of the target that accounts for violence” (1990: 82). violence is 
rare in contemporary labor organizing,2 but employers have access to sev-
eral tactics that are formally illegal. The two most common types of UlPs, 
defined by section 8(a) of the wagner Act, are unlawful intimidation and 
the firing of employees for their union activity. Firing a worker who is visibly 
active in the union is a strong signal of employer willingness to fight an 
organizing attempt, but this is also risky in that some chance exists of being 
charged, investigated, and possibly prosecuted for doing so. The same holds 
true for intimidating workers in one-on-one meetings with management 
(Bronfenbrenner and Juravich 1995; cohen and hurd 1998), explicitly 
threatening to close an establishment if it becomes unionized (Bronfen-
brenner 1996), and other techniques. A workforce divided along racial and 
ethnic lines is, all else being equal, a workforce in which such employer 
actions are more likely to exacerbate existing fear and doubt and, thus, in 
which employers are more likely to take such actions.3

Alongside this “weakness” explanation for why racial diversity might pro-
voke stronger employer responses, social movement researchers advance a 
threat explanation (earl, soule, and Mccarthy 2003; soule and Davenport 
2009). Although authorities may not believe that challenges from more 
diverse groups are easier to defeat, they may feel more threatened by such 
challenges and therefore respond disproportionately to them. Thus, for 
example, protests with more black participants have tended to draw harsher 
police responses (Davenport et al. 2011). The broader literature on union 
organizing includes multiple accounts of employers reacting with alarm and 
often force to organizing attempts that bridged traditional racial divides 
(Jeffreys-Jones 1979; Botsch 1980; griffith 1988; cowie 1999). In their stud-
ies of various organizing campaigns, both Milkman (2006) and cohen and 
hurd (1998) also argued that employers in industries with more nonwhite 
workers are less hesitant to break the law.

I cannot distinguish between the weakness and threat mechanisms using 
these data, but both theories make the same prediction: that employers will 
react more harshly to organizing drives in more diverse work groups. 
Because employer UlPs have a much stronger impact on the probability 
that the petition will be withdrawn than on the election results (Ferguson 
2008), more aggressive employer responses to work groups that are more 
diverse may help to account for the higher failure rates of organizing cam-
paigns among these groups.

  2The incidence of violence is higher in union organizing, however, than in most other social move-
ments (see smith 2003).

  3gamson (1990) also found that violence or other forceful responses against social movements are 
more likely when the movement in question is a target-displacement group, one that cannot achieve its 
goals without somehow reducing the power of another, established group. Because they almost necessarily 
infringe on managerial prerogatives (chamberlain 1948), unions are an archetypical target-displacement 
group.
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Data and Variables

Data Sources

The primary data for this study come from three sources: the case records for 
union-representation elections and the complaint records about UlPs, which 
are both maintained by the nlRB; and the annual equal employment Oppor-
tunity (eeO)-1 establishment surveys, which are recorded by the U.s. equal 
employment Opportunity commission (eeOc). Under the provisions of the 
nlRA of 1935, the nlRB oversees the formation of new bargaining units and 
the investigation of UlPs. The nlRB opens a representation case when a 
union, employer, or individual files an election petition, as previously 
described. The case is closed if the election petition is dismissed or withdrawn, 
or after the election is held (Mcguiness and norris 1986 review the process in 
detail). The nlRB opens a complaint case when a union, employer, or indi-
vidual charges that another party has committed an UlP under the terms of 
the nlRA.4 As in a representation case, the complaint case is closed when the 
original complaint is either withdrawn, dismissed, settled, or judged by the 
nlRB. nlRB data become public after cases are closed.5 The nlRB records 
are available beginning in fiscal year 1999, when the agency adopted a new 
case-tracking database; thus, I start my analysis in that year.

Under the civil Rights Act (amended) of 1964, private employers with 
more than 100 employees must file annual eeO-1 reports with the eeOc.6 
These reports include a matrix that details the race and sex of employees 
across nine broad occupational categories. These are the most detailed 
establishment-level data on workforce composition available (Robinson  
et al. 2005), and they have been used in multiple studies, in particular of 
women’s and minorities’ progress in achieving management positions 
(Kalev, Dobbin, and Kelly 2006; cohen, huffman, and Knauer 2009; huff-
man, cohen, and Pearlman 2010). here I focus on the nonmanagerial 
workforce described in the reports. I obtained eeO-1 data from the eeOc 
through an Intergovernmental Personnel Act (IPA) agreement. Taken 
together, the nlRB’s and eeOc’s data allow an analysis of workplace diver-
sity and collective action that is both fine-grained and representative because 
they cover establishments across the United states.

To construct a linked data set, I first matched the nlRB’s representation 
cases with the eeO-1 surveys, based on establishment address.7 Of the 45,269 

  4I focus here on 8(a) violations, those committed by employers. The nlRA also defines 8(b) viola-
tions, which are UlPs committed by the union. such charges account for less than 20% of all UlP 
charges filed each year, and they are rarer still during organizing drives, when the union is not estab-
lished. Fewer than 4% of the drives examined here had 8(b) charges, and controlling for such charges 
has no effect on the presented results.

  5The corresponding records are available at http://data.gov.
  6executive Order 11246 extends this annual reporting requirement to establishments of 50 or more 

employees, if those establishments have at least $50,000 of federal contract work annually.
  7I matched nlRB and eeOc data using the ReclInK package in stata (Blasnik 2010), which allows 

for inexact matching of strings. To match the records, I first standardized address information (placing 
words in lower case, standardizing abbreviations and so on) and then used ReclInK to calculate a score 
for each possible match based on the levenshtein distance between the address strings. I counted as 
matches any candidates with a score of 0.9 or higher. see the ReclInK documentation for details.
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establishments where representation cases were opened during the period, 
7,921 had a corresponding eeO-1 survey. Recall that the eeOc surveys only 
large establishments. A nonmatch with the nlRB data is most probably 
attributable to the targeted establishment’s being below the eeOc’s employ-
ment threshold rather than a missing record. Indeed, the 7,921 matched 
records cover 91% of the representation cases that propose bargaining units 
of more than 100 employees.

A potential concern when linking these data is how to identify the work 
group that is being targeted by the union organizing campaign, which may 
be a subset of the establishment workforce. The eeOc analyzes establish-
ment workforces into nine occupational categories; the nlRB classifies 
cases into 10 bargaining-unit types. The two organizations’ categories do 
not directly correspond. For example, both break out “craft workers” and 
“Professionals” from other job types, but their criteria for assigning specific 
establishments or work groups to those categories may differ. Also, how to 
map the nlRB’s “Departmental” category onto the eeOc categories is not 
obvious. nonetheless, we need to specify the composition of the targeted 
work groups as exactly as possible because the racial demography of work 
groups can vary considerably by job type within an establishment (Tomaskovic-
Devey et al. 2006). simply using establishment-wide measures of workforce 
composition can introduce considerable measurement error.

specifying the subset of the workforce on the eeO-1 survey to treat as the 
targeted work group for calculating diversity measures is therefore subjec-
tive. I detail my assignment procedure in the appendix. To get a sense of 
whether my results are sensitive to that procedure, I reproduced my analy-
ses using diversity metrics calculated from the full establishment population 
listed on the eeO-1 survey. My rationale for doing this is that using the full 
establishment population for comparison gives a sense of whether and how 
sensitive my results are to my choice of which subgroups to match with the 
different nlRB unit types. The substantive pattern of results did not change 
in these models.8

To determine how many of the organizing drives were associated with 
UlP charges, I matched these 7,921 records with the nlRB’s complaint 
cases, following a procedure similar to the one employed in Ferguson 
(2008). The representation-case record has fields in which nlRB staff can 
note corresponding UlP charges; similarly, the complaint-case record has 
fields for related representation cases. Based on such direct documentary 
evidence, I found UlP charges associated with 1,667 of the organizing 
drives. This 21% rate of exposure closely matches the rate calculated by Fer-
guson (ibid.) for all organizing drives between 1999 and 2004. The nlRB 
staff are not required to fill in all such documentary fields, so this rate is 
almost certainly an understatement of the actual rate of UlP charges. I 
therefore also linked the representation and complaint records using the 
establishment address, as with the eeO-1 surveys. This procedure yields 

  8The models are available on request.
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another 1,589 matches, for a 41% rate of exposure. Although a two-in-five 
rate of charges of illegal activity may seem disconcertingly high, it is not out 
of line with similar analyses done by Bronfenbrenner (2009). The 21% and 
41% rates may be thought of as the upper and lower bounds on the actual 
rate of illegal opposition to union activity between 1999 and 2008. Using the 
more conservative and liberal match criteria yields substantively similar 
results. here I present results using the conservative match criterion.9

The data for control variables come from several sources. state- and 
industry-level information on union density comes from the cross-tabulations 
of the current Population survey compiled by hirsch and Macpherson 
(2004). The right-to-work status of states is reported by the national Right 
to work Foundation’s website. The political composition of the nlRB is 
compiled from the nlRB website.

Variables

The dependent variables in the analysis presented here are whether an elec-
tion was held in a proposed bargaining unit and whether the election was 
won. Both are binary variables. I code an election as held if the nlRB’s 
case record includes information on the conduct of an election. I code the 
outcome as a withdrawal if the case’s closing method is specified as a with-
drawal by the petition filer. The two outcomes are exclusive but not exhaus-
tive because a small portion (2.8%) of the election petitions are dismissed 
or put on some sort of administrative abeyance. I exclude such cases from 
the analyses. I code an election as won based on the nlRB’s published vote 
count, as well as the case-closing method’s being specified as “certification 
of Representative” rather than “certification of Results” (the nlRB’s term 
for a loss). A few cases ended in administrative limbo, and I exclude them 
from the analysis.

The main independent variable of interest is an index of the racial diver-
sity of the workforce in the proposed bargaining unit. The eeO-1 survey 
includes separate information for seven racial or ethnic classes: white, black 
or African American, hispanic or latino,10 native hawaiian or other Pacific 
Islander, Asian, American Indian or Alaska native, and two or more races. 
In my preliminary analyses, I found no substantial differences when break-
ing out the last four classes, which account for small or zero shares in most 
establishments. (In 88% of all cases, all the nonblack, non-latino workers 
were white.) I thus construct a simpson index of diversity, D pi=∑ 2

1

4
, where 

pi  are the shares of white, black, latino, and “other” workers. The value of 
the simpson index decreases as diversity increases; I subtract the index from 
unity to aid in interpreting the model coefficients.

 9The alternative models using liberal match criteria are available on request.
 10well-documented measurement problems exist with treating black, white, and particularly latino as 

exclusive categories (snipp 2003; hitlin, Brown, and elder 2007). Model results for latinos are often 
attenuated thanks to the measurement error inherent in the classification. when I run specific analyses 
for latinos, I find such a pattern: the coefficients for latino workers variously resemble those for black 
and white workers, with larger standard errors.
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To give an idea of how diversity changes at different stages of the organiz-
ing process, in Table 1 I show the number of organizing drives that pass 
through each observed stage. Table 1 compares the cases in which the work-
force is homogeneous (i.e., D = 0 ) to those in which it is not. As the cumula-
tive survival rate suggests, homogeneous units were more likely to make it 
through an entire organizing drive, which seems to support the idea that 
diversity hurts collective action. This higher survival rate, however, is not 
because homogeneous units were more likely to vote for the union—unions 
won the election in only 52.8% of the homogeneous work groups, com-
pared to 59.6% of the heterogeneous ones. Rather, diverse work groups exit 
the process at higher rates before elections are held; whereas unions give up 
and withdraw their election petitions 26.8% of the time when the work 
group does not have racial diversity, they withdraw 39.8% of the time when 
the work group is diverse. This difference in the withdrawal rates is large 
enough to swamp the difference in election results. I explore the possible 
causes of these different survival rates later in the article.

The coding of whether an UlP charge occurred has already been 
described. The construction of the other controls is straightforward. The 
size of the work group is an obvious confound, both because diversity usu-
ally increases as size increases and because unit size has a well-documented 
negative relationship with election victory (Farber 2001). when modeling 
whether an election was held, I use the logged proposed size of the bargain-
ing unit on the election petition. when modeling whether an election was 
won, I use the logged number of eligible voters. These numbers are corre-
lated but rarely identical because of the nlRB’s rulings on eligible workers. 
The right-to-work laws prevent the unions at a workplace from requiring 
employees to join and pay dues while giving those employees the benefits of 
the contract; as such, they are recognized as weakening the unions’ ability 
to organize (elliott and huffman 1984). controlling for such laws controls 
for spurious associations derived from the anti-union political environment 
in states that have passed them. Because such laws have historically been 
common in the states of the former confederacy, controlling for right-to-
work laws may also control for spurious associations with the broader race 

Table 1. survival Rates of Organizing Drives among homogeneous and 
heterogeneous work groups

-
Filed  

petitions
Held  

elections
Won  

elections
Cumulative  

survival rate (%)

homogeneous units 1,125 824 435 38.7
survival rate (%) 73.2 52.8  
heterogeneous units 6,838 4,115 2,452 35.8
survival rate (%) 60.2 59.6  
Ratio, by stage 1:7.1 1:5.9 1:6.6  

Note: All differences in survival rates are significant at p < 0.05.
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relations of the local economy. I record the presence of a right-to-work law 
as a binary variable. The private-sector union density of the state is also 
included to control for other unobserved historical or political factors that 
might make organizing easier or harder. Unobserved events that lower the 
likelihood of an organizing drive’s success, such as strife among groups of 
workers or legal resistance by the employer, also tend to drag out the period 
between the petition and the election. Unions also typically file election 
petitions when they think conditions are best for a vote, so unexpected 
delays often can cause employees to become discouraged or disinterested 
(Miller and leaming 1962; Flanagan 1989). Accordingly, I follow the prac-
tice in previous studies of organizing drives and include the linear and 
squared effects of delay, measured as the number of days between a peti-
tion’s filing and either its withdrawal or the holding of the election. Finally, 
I present most models with the successive inclusion of fixed effects for the 
establishment’s two-digit industry, the union involved in the drive, and the 
region of the country (northeast, Midwest, south, Plains states, Mountain 
states or west coast).11 Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for the vari-
ables used in each stage of the models.

Models and Results

Effects of Diversity

when considering the effects of diversity as such, the null hypothesis should 
be that any difference in group outcomes is attributable to different sub-
group characteristics and that the combination of subgroups has no addi-
tional effect. In this context, this means controlling for the different 
propensities of racial subgroups to go through with elections and to vote for 
unions. Black workers are more likely to be unionized and more likely to 
vote for unions in elections (Freeman and Medoff 1984; Isaac et al. 2006; 
Rosenfeld and Kleykamp 2012). how the voting patterns of latinos and 
other nonwhite workers differ from whites is less clear from theory, and the 
evidence about whether they favor unions at higher rates than whites is 
mixed (Rosenfeld and Kleykamp 2009). Accordingly, any observed effects 
of diversity—a higher likelihood to vote for unions, for example—could 
simply be attributable to the presence of more minority workers in the unit.

Table 3 summarizes a simple test of this null hypothesis, showing the rela-
tionship between diversity and the various outcomes while controlling for 
specific group memberships. It presents logit models of holding and win-
ning elections, first as a function of diversity and then as a function of diver-
sity and the unit’s share of various minority workers. considering models 1 
and 5, more diverse work groups are less likely to hold elections but are 
more likely to win them. Model 6 demonstrates that the effect of diversity 

  11state-level or even metropolitan statistical area (MsA)-level fixed effects would be preferable to 
regional fixed effects, but including those 50 or more variables in the models often causes them to fail to 
converge. I have, instead, created broad regions that are internally consistent with regard to their history 
of trade unionism. Models using state-level random effects produce substantively similar results.
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on election success can be accounted for by the presence of more black 
workers. Model 2, by contrast, shows that, although drives with more black 
workers are more likely to go through with elections, that effect partially 
masks a strong reduction in the likelihood of holding a vote that is associ-
ated with diversity. The 0.653 coefficient on share black in model 2 implies 
that a completely black workforce is 15.8% more likely to hold an election 
than a homogeneous, nonblack workforce.12 given a mean election rate of 
62%, this translates into a 0 62 1 158 0 62 9 79. . . .×( ) − =  percentage-point differ-
ence. By contrast, the diversity coefficient in model 2 shows that a workforce 
that is evenly divided among whites, latinos, and others is 17.6% less likely 
to hold an election than a homogeneous workforce is (using the same math, 
a 10.9 percentage-point difference).

Table 3 demonstrates three things. First, in line with Table 1, diversity 
seems to be positively correlated with election success, in contrast with much 
prior theorizing. second, little evidence exists that diversity, as such, drives 
union voting. The positive effect suggested in Table 1 is largely reducible to 

Table 2. summary statistics for Regressions

Variable Mean SD Minimum Maximum

A. Stage 1: Holding election (N = 6,692)
Diversity 0.358 0.225 0 0.747
share black 0.183 0.225 0 1
share latino 0.165 0.236 0 1
share other 0.049 0.095 0 1
ln(Unit size, proposed) 3.33 1.41 1.61 12.37
UlP charge 0.216 0.493 0 1
Right-to-work state 0.209 0.407 0 1
state density 16.82 6.4 3.3 27.9
ln(case delay) 3.54 0.897 1.95 8.01
ln(case delay)2 13.31 6.88 3.8 64.08
Democratic administration, Democatic 

board
0.041 0.198 0 1

Republican administration, Democratic 
board

0.018 0.132 0 1

Republican administration, no majority 0.136 0.343 0 1
B. Stage 2: Winning election (N = 3,939)
Diversity 0.347 0.227 0 0.747
share black 0.191 0.235 0 1
share latino 0.164 0.242 0 1
share other 0.046 0.091 0 1
ln(Unit size) 3.49 1.35 1.95 8.43
UlP charge 0.431 0.495 0 1
Right-to-work state 0.21 0.408 0 1
state density 16.53 6.19 3.3 27.9
ln(election delay) 3.74 0.465 1.95 7.44
ln(election delay)2 14.24 4.08 3.79 55.37

Note: sD, standard deviation; UlP, unfair labor practice.

 12This is the marginal effect calculated from the logit coefficient, using stata’s mfx command.
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the different propensities of the different racial groups, particularly blacks, 
to favor unionizing. Third, diversity is associated with higher rates of with-
drawal before elections, and that higher rate of withdrawal swamps the dif-
ference in voting behavior. But Table 3 has two weaknesses: 1) It does not 
include controls for confounding variables, and 2) equally serious, it treats 
the two outcomes as independent events. yet, precisely because unions can 
withdraw their election petitions, and indeed are likely to do so if they think 
they are going to lose, we cannot assume independence. Rather, the with-
drawal decision is endogenous to the election outcome.

To see why endogeneity is a potential problem, presume that organizing 
drives among more diverse work groups are more likely to collapse, for rea-
sons unrelated to diversity per se. For example, employment diversity varies 
by industry, as do withdrawal rates. The correlated likelihood of withdrawal 
biases the sample of elections, in that the “real” likelihood of winning the 
election is higher than expected because the predicted losers have selected 
out. The two outcomes can be thought of as a selection model (heckman 
1979). If yi  is the observed election outcome for organizing drive i  and di  is 
the diversity of the work group involved in the organizing drive, then we can 
presume that a latent relationship exists between the two variables:

(1) y d x ui i i i
* = + +δ β 1

and that we observe yi  only if yi
* > 0 . whether the election is held, hi , is the 

result of a separate selection equation:

(2) h d z ui i i i= + +ν γ 2

In this setup, u1  and u2  both follow standard normal distributions and 
corr u u1 2,( ) = ρ . Because the u1  and u2  are correlated, the coefficient δ  in 
equation (1) suffers from omitted variable bias.

I account for this bias by estimating bivariate probit models, which directly 
model the correlation between the error terms in the two stages of the orga-
nizing process. To satisfy the exclusion restriction for the first stage of these 
models (winship and Mare 1992), I rely on differences between the pro-
posed and voting-unit size, previously discussed; the overall case delay com-
pared to the delay before elections in noncensored cases (Miller and 
leaming 1962); and shifts in the opportunity structure for appealing to the 
nlRB, which I operationalize based on the changes during the time period 
in the presidential administration and the political affiliation of the major-
ity of nlRB members. The administration and nlRB-composition variables 
are particularly useful in this case because, although organizers typically pay 
close attention to the relative sympathy of regulators when deciding whether 
to go to election or to withdraw, we have little reason to assume that these 
political variables affect workers’ votes, except indirectly through the deci-
sion to hold an election.

Table 4 shows the estimates from such two-stage models. The sign on the 
coefficient of diversity for holding an election in models 9 to 12 is the same 
as in Table 3, although the magnitude of the effect is considerably smaller. 
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Table 4. Bivariate Probit Models of Racial Diversity’s effect on holding and 
winning a Union-Representation election

Variable Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12

A. Holding election (N = 6,692)
Diversity –0.243** –0.395** –0.269** –0.222**
 (0.071) (0.077) (0.074) (0.076)
share black 0.417**  
 (0.078)  
share latino 0.086  
 (0.070)  
share other –0.147
 (0.177)
Unit size (proposed) 0.109** 0.108** 0.109** 0.109**
 (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)
UlP charge –0.249** –0.242** –0.251* –0.248*
 (0.082) (0.091) (0.092) (0.090)
Right-to-work state –0.149** –0.178** –0.149** –0.146**
 (0.055) (0.056) (0.055) (0.056)
state density –0.013** –0.014** –0.014** –0.013**
 (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
ln(case delay) 0.086** 0.086** 0.086** 0.086**
 (0.031) (0.032) (0.032) (0.032)
ln(case delay)2 –0.0016** –0.0016** –0.0016** –0.0016**
 (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Democratic administration, 

Democatic board 
0.131* 0.133* 0.135* 0.129#

(0.067) (0.067) (0.067) (0.067)
Republican administration, 

Democratic board 
0.186# 0.188# 0.191# 0.181#

(0.105) (0.106) (0.105) (0.106)
Republican administration, no 

majority 
–0.01 –0.007 –0.013 –0.008
(0.037) (0.037) (0.037) (0.037)

constant 0.158# 0.159# 0.155# 0.149#
 (0.082) (0.082) (0.082) (0.082)
B. Winning election (N = 3,939)
Diversity 0.017 –0.134# 0.022 0.0001
 (0.074) (0.078) (0.076) (0.078)
share black 0.419**  
 (0.075)  
share latino –0.016  
 (0.070)  
share other 0.123
 (0.189)
Unit size –0.028* –0.029* –0.028* –0.029*
 (0.014) (0.013) (0.014) (0.013)
UlP charge 0.153** 0.146** 0.151** 0.154**
 (0.033) (0.033) (0.033) (0.034)
Right-to-work state –0.021 –0.054 –0.023 –0.022
 (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.059)
state density –0.003 –0.004 –0.004 –0.004
 (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
ln(election delay) –0.038* –0.036* –0.038* –0.039*
 (0.015) (0.016) (0.017) (0.017)

(continued)
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This is consistent with endogeneity between the two outcomes, as suggested 
by the significant correlation between the error terms of the stages 
(ρ = <. ; .971 01p ). Diversity has no apparent relationship with winning an 
election, once other controls are included.

Models 10 to 12 introduce controls for different racial subgroups. even 
when controlling for other factors, larger shares of black workers are associ-
ated with greater probabilities of both holding and winning elections. The 
negative effect of diversity on holding elections persists in these models.

The other controls in Table 4 move in expected directions. Unit size has 
the negative relationship typically seen with winning elections (Olson 1965; 
Farber 2001) and also the positive relationship with holding elections (Fer-
guson 2008). A UlP charge is associated with a higher probability of with-
drawal, although among elections the drives that had UlP charges were 
more likely to succeed. This, again, is consistent with sample selection, as is 
the estimated effects of right-to-work laws: more likely to result in withdrawal 
but no effect on election. Delay’s effect moves in the expected direction in 
each stage, increasing the likelihood of an election for about 60 days before 
starting to reduce it13 and decreasing the likelihood that the election suc-
ceeds. Unions were more likely to go through with elections rather than 
withdraw when a Democrat was in the white house and when the nlRB 
had a Democratic majority.

state union density has a small but significant negative relationship with 
holding elections. This probably reflects differences in the opportunity 
structures that unions face. All else being equal, a union is more likely to go 
ahead with an organizing drive in a state such as new york or Pennsylvania 
than in a state such as north carolina or Texas. such lesser selectivity means 
that the union is more likely both to file and to withdraw a weak election 
petition in the more labor-friendly states. In more hostile environments, 
where unions are more selective about starting a drive, that weaker petition 
would not be filed. consistent with this idea, any effect of state union den-
sity disappears by election time.

Variable Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12

ln(election delay)2 0.0008* 0.0008* 0.0009* 0.0008*
 (0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004)
constant –0.296** –0.296** –0.295** –0.29**
 (0.085) (0.085) (0.084) (0.086)
log-likelihood –7,050 –7,032 –7,049 –7,049
ρ 0.971** 0.974** 0.974** 0.966**

Notes: standard errors in parentheses. ρ, correlation between error terms in the two stages; UlP, unfair 
labor practice.
**Indicates p < 0.01;* indicates p < 0.05; # indicates p < 0.1.

Table 4. continued

 13Delay’s effect is necessarily nonlinear when modeling whether an election is held because a mini-
mum period exists during which the nlRB processes the election petition and signs off on the unit as 
proposed.
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Why Might Diversity Increase Withdrawals?

The results so far show that diversity is associated with a greater likelihood 
of withdrawal of election petitions but not with a greater likelihood of failed 
election votes. The question remains: Why does diversity have this effect on 
withdrawal rates? I have theorized that more diverse units face stiffer 
employer resistance. To test this idea, I fit logistic models in which the out-
come is the presence of a UlP charge and the independent variable of 
interest is my measure of diversity. Table 5 presents those models. Model 13 
shows that more diverse units do have a greater likelihood of having UlP 
charges associated with them.14 This effect persists in models 14 to 16, which 
include the shares of black, latino, and other workers. These groups face 
higher, lower, and comparable rates of UlP charges, respectively, than white 
workers. Model 17 includes several other likely predictors of UlP charges: 
fixed effects for each organizing drive’s state, two-digit industry, and union 
involved.15 here, too, diversity is associated with a higher likelihood of UlP 
charges.

Model 17 (Table 5) shows that diversity’s relationship to UlP charges is 
robust to multiple fixed effects. The obvious question is what including such 
fixed effects would do to diversity’s relationship to holding and winning 
elections. Table 6 reproduces the models from Table 4, adding in similar 
fixed effects.16 Models 18 and 19 show that diversity’s negative relationship 
with holding elections cannot be explained by unobserved differences 
between the unions or industries involved. Model 20 shows that the rela-
tionship can be mediated by differences between geographical regions.17 
This mediation suggests that both diversity and withdrawal behavior vary 
systematically by region.

what might produce such covariance? In general, the regions of the 
United states that are more anti-labor tend to have more homogeneous 
workforces. If unions pick their battles more carefully in the more anti-labor 
regions (wessels 1981), then withdrawal rates will also be lower in anti-labor 
regions. In other words, if unions in more diverse, more pro-labor areas are 
inclined to go ahead and file election petitions in marginal organizing cam-
paigns, they will induce some spurious correlation between diversity and 
petition withdrawal.

The bivariate probit models fit here offer a way to test this possibility, 
albeit indirectly. Recall that the argument for fitting such models turns on 
the potential endogeneity between the two stages resulting from unions 

 14In other analyses (available on request), I fitted models with variables for each decile of diversity 
rather than constraining a linear effect. These models suggest that most of the effect of diversity shows 
up between the first decile and the rest, that is, between homogeneous units and diverse ones.

 15Including share black, share latino, or share other as covariates in model 17 (results available on 
request) produces comparable point estimates for diversity and comparable significance levels. Replicat-
ing models 13 through 16 on the subsample used in the fixed-effects specification of model 17 also pro-
duces similar results.

 16Adding racial subgroup shares to the models in Table 6 does not change the substantive results.
 17The states in each region are listed in Table 7.
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withdrawing when they expect to lose elections. The more often that unions 
withdraw in the face of likely losses, the larger the correlation between the 
errors in the two stages of the model—the ρ parameter—will be. This type 
of endogeneity maps well onto the differences between pro- and anti-labor 
regions, just discussed. If unions are more cautious about filing petitions in 
anti-labor regions, they will have fewer occasions to withdraw in anticipation 
of a loss than they will in pro-labor regions. Thus, the ρ parameter will be 
smaller in less labor-friendly regions such as the south and the great Plains.

I fit model 9 (Table 4) separately for six regions. Table 7 presents the ρ 
paramater for each. In the comparatively union-friendly regions of the 
northeast, Midwest, and Pacific west, ρ is large and statistically significant. 
By contrast, in the Mountain west, ρ is marginally significant, and in the 
south and the Plains states, it is nonsignificant (and much smaller). Taken 
together, the results in Tables 6 and 7 suggest that differences in diversity 
and in withdrawal behavior among regions help to explain some of diversi-
ty’s effect on withdrawals.

we can thus observe two channels through which diversity can be associ-
ated with higher withdrawal rates. One stems from differences in union 
behavior across different regions and is arguably spurious. The other stems 

Table 5. logistic Models of the Relationship between Diversity and the Presence of 
an Unfair labor Practice charge

Variable Model 13 Model 14 Model 15 Model 16 Model 17

Diversity 0.416** 0.257* 0.523** 0.436** 0.494**
 (0.115) (0.128) (0.122) (0.116) (0.148)
share black 0.34**  
 (0.119)  
share latino –0.293**  
 (.110)  
share other –0.002  
 (0.001)  
Unit size (proposed) 0.171**
 (0.023)
Right-to-work state 0.742
 (0.916)
Democratic administration, 

Democatic board 
0.196

(0.149)
Republican administration, 

Democratic board 
0.492*

(0.206)
Republican administration, no 

majority 
–0.024
(0.076)

Two-digit nAIcs y
Union y
state y
N 7,053 7,053 7,053 7,053 6,277
log-likelihood –4,778 –4,774 –4,775 –4,777 –3,879

Notes: standard errors in parentheses. nAIcs, north American Industry classification system.
**Indicates p < 0.01;* indicates p < 0.05.
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Table 6. Fixed-effects Bivariate Probit Models of holding and winning a Union-
Representation election

Variable Model 18 Model 19 Model 20

A. Holding election  
Diversity –0.279** –0.238** –0.141#
 (0.070) (0.080) (0.125)
Unit size (proposed) 0.07** 0.064** 0.066**
 (0.012) (0.014) (0.014)
UlP charge –0.298** –0.198** –0.143**
 (0.033) (0.036) (0.036)
Right-to-work state –0.098# –0.032 0.045
 (0.057) (0.063) (0.087)
state density –0.013** –0.008# –0.007
 (0.004) (0.004) (0.005)
ln(case delay) 0.012** 0.015** 0.002**
 (0.003) (0.003) (0.0003)
ln(case delay)2 –0.0019** –0.002** –0.002**
 (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Democratic administration, Democatic board 0.106 0.103 0.089
 (0.074) (0.089) (0.091)
Republican administration, Democratic board 0.193# 0.209# 0.197
 (0.113) (0.128) (0.129)
Republican administration, no majority –0.012 –0.026 –0.027
 (0.047) (0.050) (0.049)
Two-digit nAIcs yes yes yes
Union yes yes
Region yes
constant 0.219 0.03 0.013
 (0.338) (0.373) (0.384)
B. Winning election  
Diversity 0.048 0.048 0.049
 (0.107) (0.106) (0.103)
Unit size –0.077* –0.116** –0.117**
 (0.030) (0.029) (0.028)
UlP charge 0.146** 0.122** 0.125**
 (0.040) (0.044) (0.044)
Right-to-work state 0.026 0.078 0.171
 (0.068) (0.075) (0.104)
state density –0.003 0 –0.001
 (0.005) (0.005) (0.006)
ln(election delay) –0.005 –0.002* –0.015*
 (0.005) (0.001) (0.007)
ln(election delay)2 –0.0006 –0.0007 –0.0002
 (0.0005) (0.0007) (0.0007)
Two-digit nAIcs yes yes yes
Union yes yes
Region yes
constant –0.08 –0.078 –0.127
 (0.406) (0.480) (0.482)
N 6692 5866 5866
log-likelihood –6915 –5907 –5893
ρ 0.809* 0.685* 0.694*

Notes: standard errors in parentheses. ρ, correlation between error terms in the two stages; nAIcs, north 
American Industry classification system; UlP, unfair labor practice.
**Indicates p < 0.01; * indicates p < 0.05; # indicates p < 0.1.
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from different employer responses to more diverse work groups. This sec-
ond channel cannot be attributed to spurious compositional differences, as 
the robustness of the coefficient on diversity to fixed effects in Table 5 (and 
of the coefficient on UlP charges in Table 6) demonstrates. The crucial 
association between workforce diversity and lower rates of union formation, 
therefore, operates through the increased likelihood of employer UlPs in 
the stage before election and the higher rate of petition withdrawals in the 
wake of UlPs. The greater propensity of some minority groups to vote for 
unions in elections is not enough to balance this effect.

Discussion

Union formation is a contentious activity in which we must consider actions 
taken to repress collective action as well as mobilization in favor of it. It 
requires trust and solidarity among the mobilized. work groups vary in their 
diversity, which gives researchers an unusual opportunity to see how ascrip-
tive differences affect the outcomes of such mobilization attempts. Because 
of the deep historical record of difficulties in engaging in collective action 
across racial lines in the United states, we have a strong prior prediction 
about the effects of racial and ethnic diversity in these cases.

This study has shown that, in line with such beliefs, bargaining units that 
actually form are less diverse than bargaining units that try to form. yet I have 

Table 7. correlation of error Terms (ρ) in Bivariate Probit Models of holding and 
winning Representation elections, estimated by Region

Variable ρ

northeasta 0.924**
 (0.290)
Midwestb 0.787**
 (0.323)
southc 0.211
 (0.189)
Plainsd 0.188
 (0.180)
Mountain weste 0.751#
 (0.388)
Pacific coastf 0.877**
 (0.355)
Pooled national 0.902**
 (0.306)

Notes: standard errors in parentheses.
anortheast: cT, De, MA, MD, Me, nh, nJ, ny, PA, RI, and vT.
bMidwest: Il, In, Ky, MI, Mn, Oh, wI, and wv.
csouth: Al, AR, Fl, gA, lA, Ms, nc, sc, Tn, TX, and vA.
dPlains: IA, Ks, MI, nD, ne, OK, and sD.
eMountain west: Az, cO, ID, nM, MT, UT, and wy.
fPacific coast: AK, cA, hI, nv, OR, and wA.
**Indicates p < 0.01; # indicates p < 0.1.
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also shown that, when given the chance to express their preferences at elec-
tion, more diverse groups opt for unions. As befits a process involving other 
potentially influential actors (King et al. 2005; Ferguson 2008), we gain more 
understanding of the relationship between racial diversity and union forma-
tion if we widen our focus to include other stages of that process beyond the 
election and to include actors beyond the workers themselves. Although 
workers’ cohesion matters, so too do the union’s skill at choosing where to 
file petitions and, most important, the employer’s willingness to respond 
beyond what the law allows. Perhaps the most surprising finding here is that 
employers are charged with intimidating and firing people more often in 
more racially diverse work groups. One contribution of this study, then, is to 
propose a mechanism that is different from the one often proposed for why 
racial diversity makes unionizing harder for workers.

Much of the prior writing about the tribulations of cross-racial organizing 
concerns the early, informal stages of the organizing drive, the card drive in 
particular. This focus on the very early stages is often justified. Before the 
1935 wagner Act, such informal organizing was essentially the only type 
available. And if the researcher’s interest lies in how unions build trust with 
workers from different racial or ethnic backgrounds, such early-stage work 
is critical. yet most union organizing efforts are directed toward and happen 
through the formal, bureaucratic process that is stipulated by the wagner 
Act. labor organizing historically resembled other types of social-movement 
mobilization (and still does in the organizing drive’s early stages), but the 
wagner Act created a mechanism to channel such mobilization into a state-
supervised system in which both the outcomes and the behavior of the par-
ties could be monitored, adjudicated, certified, and recorded. Union 
formation is thus a hybrid organizational process, one that shares features 
both with less formal social mobilizations, such as the antiwar or environ-
mental movements, and with more formal organizational routines, such as 
passing laws (soule and King 2006) or hiring employees (Fernandez and 
weinberg 1997). stratification research has shown that increasing the 
bureaucratization of employment relations has not eliminated racial or eth-
nic bias but has channeled its expression, often in unanticipated ways (Dob-
bin 2009). given the interest in applying theories from social movements to 
formal organizations and vice versa (Davis, McAdam, scott, and zald 2005; 
Davis, Morrill, Rao, and soule 2008; soule 2009), another contribution of 
this article is its exploration of how the formalization of union organizing 
drives channels the expression of such bias.

Results such as these, in which a group-level effect such as diversity is cor-
related with larger groups that also vary in their demographic composition, 
pose complicated causal questions. Do some employers become more will-
ing to violate the law as their workforce becomes peopled by disadvantaged 
social groups, or do worsening employment conditions cause more advan-
taged social groups to seek opportunities elsewhere, leaving positions to be 
filled by the less advantaged? little definitive work on distinguishing 
between such mechanisms has been done. The limits of the available data 
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force me to bracket the question in this study. I demonstrate here that much 
of the variance in group outcomes can be accounted for by differences in 
racial composition across regions and employers’ reactions, but the causes 
of those relationships should be the focus of future research.

Two potential concerns about these findings are worth addressing. The 
first involves how organizing drives enter the data set. All the units consid-
ered here went through a successful card drive. we could argue that the sort 
of intragroup racial and ethnic conflict that older union research empha-
sized best explains the outcomes of card drives. I do not argue otherwise. 
Rather, this study demonstrates that, even among diverse groups that were 
cohesive enough to succeed in a card drive, diversity has further negative 
effects associated with it that are, at best, only indirectly related to interper-
sonal interactions in the work group. Thus I have argued that the filtering 
provided by the card drive is helpful to this analysis. If such a difficult hur-
dle did not have to be cleared before organizing efforts came under obser-
vation, then chalking up the higher rates of petition withdrawal in diverse 
establishments to lack of enthusiasm or commitment would be much easier. 
The prescreening makes this conclusion less plausible, as does the system-
atic covariance of diversity and withdrawal in different states.

The second concern is that the nlRB records the charges of UlPs against 
employers, not the practices themselves. Possibly, union campaigns in more 
diverse work groups fail because of the social distance among employees, 
but to save face, the union charges the employer with UlPs when it with-
draws. This would exaggerate both the negative effects of diversity and the 
negative effects of UlP charges. empirical risks such as these motivate my 
use of the two-stage selection model shown in Table 4. In models that do not 
control for endogeneity between holding and winning elections, the rele-
vant effects on withdrawal appear nearly twice as large.18 In other words, 
unions probably do file UlP charges against employers strategically, often to 
save face; however, controlling for that source of bias does not wipe out the 
effects seen here.19

Finally, one part of the empirical findings demands further study. why do 
employers intimidate and fire workers more often when work groups are 
more diverse? As with the withdrawal rate, this is not simply the result of dif-
ferent employer reactions to workers of different races. Table 5 shows that 
employers are more likely to be charged with UlPs when more black work-
ers are involved in the organizing drive20 but that diversity carries an addi-
tional risk even when controlling for this. I have argued that stronger 

 18Models available on request.
 19As might be expected, the magnitude of that bias is smaller when we use the liberal matching crite-

rion for UlP charges (mentioned earlier) because of likely measurement error.
 20UlP charges are less likely as the share of latino workers increases. This may reflect the interaction 

of immigration status and the lack of propensity to seek legal recourse among many working-class lati-
nos. Although the nlRA protects the union rights of workers regardless of immigration status, nonciti-
zens have other reasons to be wary of making their presence known to law enforcement or formally 
challenging their employers. Unfortunately, neither the nlRB nor the eeOc record the immigration-
status data necessary to test this directly.
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employer reactions to the mobilization of diverse work groups is in line with 
other research on the repression of collective action (earl et al. 2003; Dav-
enport et al. 2011), and indeed, this trend may just reflect the divide-and-
rule tactics that U.s. employers have long used in fighting union organizing 
campaigns (lichtenstein 2002; clawson 2003; Fantasia and voss 2004). The 
obvious next step for future research in this vein is to flesh out the charac-
teristics of the employers involved to understand what, if any, features those 
who commit UlPs share beyond the demographics of their workforces. 
such research will require more detailed employer data than were available 
for this study, but the potential contribution to our understanding of the 
dynamics both of union membership diversification and the response of 
private actors to social mobilization could be considerable.

Appendix

Union organizing drives often target a subset of the workforce in a given 
establishment. Thus, when calculating metrics of diversity for the work 
group targeted by an organizing drive, we would like to know which employ-
ees of the establishment are in the relevant work group. Because the nlRB 
and the eeOc classify workers into coarse categories that do not perfectly 
correspond to one another, exact matching is impossible. Furthermore, the 
nlRB’s unit-type field is prone to significant measurement error.21 To 
develop correspondences between the unit types used by the nlRB and the 
job categories in the eeO-1 establishment survey, I initially relied on the 
eeOc’s “eeO-1 Job classification guide” (U.s. equal employment Oppor-
tunity commission 2010). This guide maps the 2000 census job codes and 
titles onto the eeO-1 survey’s 10 job categories. I then read the descriptions 
of targeted workers in the nlRB case files and mapped those descriptions 
onto the unit types to which the nlRB most commonly assigned such units. 
I thus used the descriptions of targeted workers in the nlRB case files as the 
“hinge” for a mapping between the nlRB bargaining unit types and eeO-1 
job categories. The mapping is shown in Table A.1.

As we can see in the leftmost column of Table A.1, more than half of the 
7,921 nlRB cases list “Other” as the unit type. For these cases, I calculated 
the diversity metrics using the establishment’s entire nonmanagerial work-
force. note that more than half the cases used in the main analyses cannot 
be affected by this mapping.

As a robustness check on my assignment procedure, I recalculated the 
diversity metrics as though every case had been classified as “Other,” using the 
full establishment workforce. The rationale behind this alternative calcula-
tion is that using the full establishment for all cases gives a sense of what the 
results would look like if I had made no substantive decisions about how to 
define the work groups, albeit at the cost of substantial measurement error.22

 21I thank an anonymous reviewer for emphasizing this point.
 22Results are available on request.
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Most of the patterns of results from the main analyses remain unchanged 
in these robustness checks. The main exception inheres in the models that 
include share other. Fitting model 4 (Table 3) does not converge when I 
use this coarser measure of Asian and native American shares. Perhaps for 
similar reasons, fitting model 12 with this coarser measure gives divergent 
results from those in Table 4. note also that, although share black moder-
ates the effects of diversity on winning elections in model 6 (Table 3), it 
does not do so when I use this coarser measure. In contrast, the mediation 
seen in model 10 (Table 4) is reproduced with this coarser measure.
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